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    Abstract: This system provides an insight into developing a 
distributed system which is secure, robust and user friendly. This 
thesis suggests a design and implementation of a digital envelope 
that combines the hashing algorithm of MD5, the symmetric key 
algorithm of AES and the asymmetric key algorithm of Hyper 
Elliptic Curve. A hybrid algorithm is designed, combining the best 
of both AES and ECC over GF(p) cryptography. The MD5 hash 
algorithm is adopted to ensure integrity of the data. Cryptography 
(HECC). This paper discusses securing the data in clouds through 
implementing the key for encryption and decryption using hyper 
elliptical curve cryptography. The focus is on Advanced 
Encryption Standard (AES), the most commonly used secret key 
cryptographic algorithm, and Hyper Elliptic Curve Cryptography 
(HECC), public key cryptographic algorithms which have gained 
popularity in the recent years and are replacing traditional public 
key cryptosystems, such as RSA and ECC. Such techniques are 
necessary in order to use high security cryptographic algorithms 
in real world applications. 

Keywords:-  Cloud Computing Technology, Data Computing, 
Elliptical Curve Cryptography, File Distribution Model, Hyper 
Elliptical Curve Cryptography, Reduced Service Cost, Security 
Model,  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 In Today‘s technology world cloud computing plays an 

important role in storing and accessing files or data over the 
internet. Cloud computing is used to store the data and its 
access at a remote place and is synchronized with other web 
information. The term cloud is used to storing and accessing 
the data over the internet [1]. It is used to create, configure 
and customize the applications online. It can be classified into 
three types: 
PublicCloud: A public cloud is made available in pay-as-per 
user basics [2]. It allows the system to be easily accessible to 
the general public cloud.  
Private Cloud: A private Cloud’s usage is restricted to users. 

It allows the system and services to be accessible within an 
organization. It is highly secured in a privatecloud. 
HybridCloud(HB): It is a combination of public+private 
clouds. A private cloud is a sensitive application and a public 
cloud is a non-sensitive application. It provides a flexible, 
scalable and cost-effective solution to the organization. 
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Figure: 1 Three type of Classifications of Cloud. 

 DiffieHellman communal furtive estimation at the same time 
supports fast elliptical formulas for fixed based point. It a 
good security level when compared to ECC. HECC algorithm 
is generating and verifying the message sign while accurate 
data [4]. To implement HECC it has three processes such as 
key generation for encryption and decryption. HECC has 
curtailed operand segment ECC and HECC overture the same 
surveillance elevation when compare to ECC. HECC offers 
power- amateurish mechanism to revamp the solitude of 
testimony and productivity systems. 
      Elliptic curve cryptography or error correction code is 
Associate in Nursing extension to well-known public-key 
cryptography. In publiccryptography, 2 keys , a publickey, 
generality knows, and privatekey, which only you know [5]. 
Encrypt, the public key has applied the information, using a 
predefined operation many times in discrete logarithmic 
problems. To decrypt, the private key is applied to, using a 
different predefined operation several times to get logarithmic 
problems. The formula depends on the fact that coding is 
straightforward, and decryption is hard, making decryption 
impractical without the key. It was the first system to allow 
secure information transfer without a shared key [6]. The 
problem is that with today's computers getting faster and 
faster, there will come a point where we cannot make the 
Logarithmic problem enough to that can attack. That is where 
the elliptic curve cryptography comes to encrypt and decrypt 
the information. Hyperelliptic Curve Cryptography which is 
considered to give rise to a secure cryptosystem using 
cloud-computing technology. Cryptography is the study of 
hiding the information via ciphers. The basic communication 
it can Alice aspiration send information, labeled unencrypted 
text, Bob. 
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 Alice's encryptionkey deliver her procedure by can elucidate 
the unencrypted text.  
She energetically disseminate culminate ciphertext Bob, who 
may unravel the conveyance complementary explication key. 
routinely Alice andBob acept consequent to key,  retain secret 
at each’s . Alice unravel  decoded the key. Bob solely spread 

key in backpedal to elucidate information. Such a way 
advisement termed privatekey crypto machine the 
surveillance mechanisam confide in upon the solitude key in 2 
parts. incase Alice defines send  information to Bob. Bob 
prepare the encryptionkey general to anyone [1,5,7]. When 
using this cryptography key HECC diminished key level, 
computationalhead less, higher security, requires and 
consumes less power consumption so I use HECC to encrypt 
and decrypt the messages [7,8]. This paper is structured in the 
following manner: In section II, explain briefly about cloud 
security key concepts related to fusion. In section III, explain 
cryptography and related research work architecture. In 
section IV, explain the proposed system algorithms result and 
discussion. In Section V draws our conclusions from the study 
results. 

II.  CONVENTIONAL METHOD 
       This overviews cloud computing securityprivacy 
protection, dealswith it various techniques and approaches, 
focal point provide cloud computing privacy protection 
security environment [9]. 
ZhiyuanYin et al., 2017 [7] deliberate privacy problems 
anxious cloud computing technology. The ECC algorithm is 
used for the ECC data security enhanced. An proposed 
algorithm large random sorting based encryption method. The 
proposed system storing huge datas but only followed limited 
field in discrete logarithmic problem compromises with the 
data fetching speed. Hence, the 80-bit H-E-C-C, and 160-bit 

E-C-C, are provided privacy strong security public key. Li, J  
et al (2014), Objective of this proposed HECC algorithm huge 
data uploading in before file encryption[8]. 
      Mollah et al., 2017 [9] provides an various and different 
approaches based on the diffihalamaman encryption based 
cloud storage in data field environment in this part both 
encryption and decryption very essential part of 
recommendation conversion.  
Ye, J et al., 2016 [10] improve how to manage the security 
issues concerned with cloud computing, it has some security 
threats in the finite fieldset. The HECC mechanisam designed 
in this paper. DiscreteLogarithmic Problem solved and 
following security problems associated in cloud data fetching.  
       Zhang, J et al., (2018)  proposed various techniques 
combinations are f ECC, ElGamal, RSA, and HECC 
algorithms merged and improve best of above mentioned 
algorithms but in this method time taken encryption process, 
secure in unauthorized user access personal cloud data. 
Table 1 comparison of various public-key cryptosystems 

 

 Above the conventional method drawbacks overcome 
proposed Hyper Elliptic Curve Cryptography technique uses 
the familiar cryptography techniques namely 1)divisor 
implementation 2)key implementation 3).text encryption and 
4)text decryption based cloud secures.. 
 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

    The proposed hyper elliptic cryptosystem based on DL 
based methods, DLP is followed: C - hyperelliptic curve, Fq- 
finite field within C with q elements. The values D1, D2 are 
Jacobian, find thevalue of  m ЄZ, such that  D2 = mD1, prime 
fields considered for genus 2 & 3 in Eq. 1 & 2. Figure 2 and 
figure 3 resents to the both transmitter and receiver side 
HECC encryption and decryption. 

 
Figure 2 SenderSide and HECC Encryption 

 

Considered as genus 2: y2=xs+a3x3+a2x2+alx+aO,  
Considered genus 3: y2 =x7+a5x5*+a4x4+a3x3+a12 
x2+alx+aO. 
 Proposed system first two methods for keygeneration and 
encryption and decryption of HECC pseudo code. 
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Figure 3 Receivers Side and HECC Decryption 

The system was tested for the time taken for  
 Divisor implementation  

 Key implementation 

 Text Encryption   

 Text Decryption 

 The figure 2 values of genus 2 of HECC with a)divisor 
implementation, b)key implementation, and c)text encryption 
and 4)text decryption process better than genus 3 of HECC . 
HECC in Pentium(R)D intel core3 processor genus 2&3 is 
analyzed prime generated based on the capacity and the time 
duration/evaluation in the different processes. The input text 
contains 250bytes. Table.6 display the time (M.sec) taken for 
the various processes. 

 
  Proposed HECC considered as genus 2 and genus 
3peformance of general encrypt-decrypt process for tabulate 
table1 and table 2.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2 genus2 prime number based results of the HECC 
system. 

 
Table 3 genus2 prime number based results of the HECC 

system 

 
Table 4 Performance Graph values 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 The HECC analysis various process based to prime values 
timetaken process and tabled below tables 2 genus 2&3 
represented values are listed. The values input text 
information to encryption process bytes values 301. Table5 
shows the time (msec) untrained the multiple processes. The 
Hyper-elliptic curve cryptosystem genus 2&3 is developed 
virtualJava paltform and  Intel core III Processor @ 954 
MHertz speed with 512 MB RAM. Proposed system consist 
of a)divisor implementation, b)key implementation, and 
c)text encryption and 4)text decryption process better than 
genus 3 of HECC. The followings Figure 2 represents to the 
final analysed graphical representations of genus 2&3. 
TABLE 5 HECC for Genus 3 over Fp (capacity of prime 

values 100) 
 
HEC 
Equation 

C:v^2=u^7+11u^6+17u^5+794319u^4
+6521255u^3+1065528u^2+3279922
u+3728927 
Prime:2610944521467228603430961
357181897648480054514336960631
131445726926546165029602197755
693664414137973 
Times periods (M.secs) Hcurve 
implementation: 21.0 

Divisor 
impleme
ntation 

D:div  
(u^3+39544146062200303036857273
062383781550444259544091529347
930758069395686515488740306598
010790218472u^2+21965066061619
051586255367137689757615161759
311250662356113150246929246897
53525065768743307508540980u+69
211295741694980694405636106711
364615421451093292900493377450
641978721157923872614517381045
3865117,25178836248238098016139
990792928145382056399257635836
615137990142892500971593461567
14878472278076624u^2+382278613
701291443804167819521755469289
113484971875496210269558618162
538613280993610602807129191039u
+96764846174910875587106642584
930656747043645565378570712852
318033043899110598048780094607
2518305323) 
Times periods (M.secs) a) divisor 
implementation: 503.0 

Key 
impleme
ntation  

Privatekey:  
474079095998061314579791852850
61369793541675406814604717 
835684562187123807725429278733
82734072973969 
Publickey:div  
(u^3+21777902458799398130319182
282541006347372348908416378272 
541602575217917153444538513233
13856133053792u^2+237378986689
914493606664638657967453828982

184052672018965771709404940706
6330898305677123950073127224u+
228475361697501033140467177297
007883872552790682612080491505
311476694432220518724725682480
642070 
1540,75109529400525252776689810
231853225622666568457394597009
357880558826059129154505477015
4861743533376u^2+1948893547688
039540512295148154392633902840
861501403194367873067759220779
38386065610087885745058712u+80
6871701179015512740397725606 
249221224513166189007893162799
439942653555804550352143829540
372829341) 
Times periods (M.secs) b) key 
implementation: 6235.0 

Text 
Encrypti
on  
( 250 
bytes) 

Times periods (M.secs): 1969.0 

Text 
Decrypti
on 

Times periods (M.secs): 2516.0 

TABLE 6 HECC for genus 2&3 analysis (Lp: 75&100) 

 
 The figure 4 represents HECC effective results in the prime 
number field number values such as 75 to 100 the total values 
text  encryption implemented true values formation. The 
result values genus2 values defined 1)divisor implementation 
(503.0 msecs,) 2)key implementation (6235.0 msecs) , and 
3).text encryption (1969.0 msecs) and 4)text decryption 
(2516.0 msecs) all the values produces better results in 
genus3. Software analysis represents to depends on the 
particular machanisams, on the underlying developments, to 
the intel core 3 processor methods performed. The particular 
involvements in this implementation of HECC of genus 2&3 
on (GP)generalpurpose INTEL CORE 3processors in the 
same concept. The proposed concepts nearly authentications 
parameters and fair resemblance between the different of two 
cryptosystem belvedere. Proposed system preservation layer, 
the evaluation to the divisor implementation of genus2HECC 
& genus3HECC quites in different ranges and values of 
eaches genus2 and 3.   
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Figure 4 Performance analysis of HECC for genus 2 and 3 
 
Various values, obtained and calculated to various focus 
points are graphed in graphical representation the values 
obtained at each points. Customizing values differentiates 
precalculated values in the different range of both are 
deviated in the certain parameters. This HECC of genus2 
encryption 
(4740790959980613145797918528506136979354167540 
681460471783568456218712380772542927873382734072

973969) good than genus3 on every process of 
implementation. Proposed system genus2 based 
implementations are highly security based       
(v^2=u^7+11u^6+17u^5+794319u^4+6521255u^3+106552
8u^2+3279922u+3728927) and also perfect for exe and cloud 
based constrained environments applications . 
 

 
Table 7 Encryption and Decryption of 128 bit AES key and MD5 using HECC and RSA 

       

 
Figure 4 Encryption & Decryption of 128 bit AES key and MD5 message digest using HECC and RSA 

 

The output is displayed in Gel editor. AES key is encrypted 
using the HECC encryption based on prime byte length 11 
bytes. The encryption finished in 121.0 milliseconds. The 

decryption process took 120.0 milliseconds for the prime 
length of 11 bytes. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 Cloud data storage increased by the past few years many 
industries and institutions are pass their information for 
flexible and cost savings. This paper discussed about Hyper 
Elliptical Curve Cryptography (HECC). When compare to 
ECC using Discrete Logarithmic Problem using Genes 2 and 
Genes 3 describes the algorithm for Key implementation 
(6235.0 msecs) process for text Encryption (1969.0 msecs) 
and text Decryption (2516.0 msecs). To provide the 
Performance Analysis using  HECC for Curve Generation, 
Divisor Generation, Key Generation. Using HECC Genus 3 
over Fb to calculate the Prime length using the HECC 
equation 
(v^2=u^7+11u^6+17u^5+794319u^4+6521255u^3+106552
8u^2+3279922u+3728927) it takes millisecond curve 
generation to encrypt and decrypt the data. When Compare to 
ECC HECC is high secured and their key size is shorter than 
ECC .so, HECC is a more secure algorithm in cloud 
computing Technology. Finally, NIST recommended 80-bits 
key in size for hyper-elliptic curve, and 1024-bits and 
160-bits for RSA and ECC respectively. Therefore, one can 
use HECC asymmetric key technique as an alternative to RSA 
in the digital envelope. 
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